Lending Library: Rockets

1. Lesson Plans
   a. What is a Rocket?
   b. Balloon Rocket Lesson
   c. Rocket Launching Lesson
   d. Stomp Rockets Lesson
   e. Investigating Air Pressure
   f. Rocket Cars Lesson

2. Classroom Resources:
   a. Take-home resources sheet
   b. Vocabulary list
   c. NASA: Rockets Educators Guide
   d. 4 Stomp Rockets
   e. 10 Foam Rockets
   f. 12 Goggles
   g. AirZooka
   h. 8 AlkaSeltzer Rockets and extra AlkaSeltzer Rocket Templates
   i. Racing balloon cars with extra balloons and hand pumps
   j. Balloon rocket templates, straws, string, and clothespins
   k. Newton’s Laws of Motion models for NASA rocket
   l. “Aquapod” water rocket launcher, foot pump, stakes, and bungee cords
   m. “Legends of Space” model NASA Rockets
   n. Laminated images of 5 famous rockets
   o. Laminated NASA logo poster